Segregation of the NK-sensitive phenotype in human x mouse somatic cell hybrids reveals separate genetic control of recognition and postrecognition determinants.
In an attempt to investigate the nature of tumor cell-derived membrane surface determinants involved in natural killer cell (NK) recognition or postrecognition events, we have constructed human X mouse interspecies somatic cell hybrids. Highly NK-sensitive (NKs) human tumor cells were fused with NK resistant (NKr) mouse fibroblasts (LMTK-) in polyethylene glycol and selected in hypoxanthine/aminopterin/thymidine medium and ouabain. Hybrids generated from NKs erythroleukemia cells (K-562) or NKs retinoblastoma cells (Y-79) with LMTK- displayed an intermediate NK-sensitive phenotype. One Y-79 X LMTK- hybrid (YL-22) retained a high level of susceptibility to NK binding and cytolysis, as determined by 51Cr release and in cold-target inhibition assays. On the other hand, human NKr RAJI cells generated NK-resistant hybrids when fused with LMTK- fibroblasts. Four hybrids (KL-12, YL-2, YL-22, and YL-43) displaying consistent NK sensitivity were subsequently cloned by limiting dilution. Various hybrid clones derived from the KL-12 hybrid (K-562 X LMTK-) demonstrated a range of NK-sensitive phenotypes. However, the uncloned KL-12 and most cloned lines derived from this hybrid competed against 51Cr-labeled K-562 targets as well as unlabeled K-562 parental cells, regardless of their NK-sensitive phenotype. These findings raise the possibility that chromosomal segregation may be affecting a postbinding step in this hybrid system. The NK-sensitive hybrids exhibited a limited number of human chromosomes as assessed by quinacrine banding. Furthermore, human transferrin receptor (TfR) expression, as monitored by flow cytometry using the B3/25 monoclonal antibody, demonstrated no clear correlation with NK sensitivity or competitive ability in either KL or YL hybrid clones, thus arguing against the involvement of the TfR in human NK recognition. These results suggest that the NK-sensitive phenotype in human tumor cells may be regulated by genes encoded by a limited number of human chromosomes.